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Wave propagation in a straight elastic_ rod subjected 
to initial finite extension and twist 

G. EASON (GLASGOW) 

THE PROPAGATION of waves in a straight elastic rod subjected to an initial finite extension and 
twist is considered. The basic equations due to Green and Laws are- assumed. It is found that 
effects arising from the initial twist may be important; in particular, they give a linking between 
certain of the modes. Some numerical results are presented in graphical form. 

Rozwazono propagacj~ · fal w prostym pr~cie spr~zystym poddanym dzialaniu skonczonych 
odksztalcen rozci~gaj~cych i skr~j~cych. Stwierdzono, 2:e skr~nie wst~pne prowadzic .moze 
do istotnych efekt6w; w szczeg6lnosci moi:e ono powodowac sprz~i:enie pewnych postaci drgan. 
Podstawowe r6wnania problemu przyj~to w postaci zaproponowanej przez Greena i Lawsa. 
W postaci graficznej przedsta.wiono pewne przyklady liczbowe. 

PaccMeyrpeHo pacnpocrpmeHHe BOJIH B npHMOJIHHeiiHoM ynpyroM CTep>I<He, noABepncyToM 
AeHCTBmo l<OHelffii.IX paCTHrHBaiOillHX u CKpyqHBalo~HX AecpopM~. KoHCTaTHpoBauo, 
qoro BCTynHTCJILHOe CKpyqHBaHHe MO>KeT npHBCCTH K ~eCTBeHHbiM 3cpcpeKTBMj B tJ:aCTHOCTH 
MO>KeT OHO Bbl3biBaT& COUpH>KeHHe HeKOTOpbiX THnOB KOJie6aHHii. 0CHOBHbie ypaBHeHHH 
npo6JieMbi npHHHTbl B BHge npegno>KeHHOM rpHHOM H JioycoM. B rpacpHtJ:eCKOM BHge npeg~ 
CTaBJICHbl HeKOTOpbie 'liHCJIOBble npHMepbi, . 

1. Introduction 

WAVE propagation in elastic rods has been studied for many years. Initially the basic 
equations were derived using assumptions that were not always clearly defined. More 
recently a number of approaches have been proposed which derive the basic equat~ons 
from the full three-dimensional theory of elasticity or, alternatively, make use of the 
director theory~ In general these two approaches result in the same basic equations. The 
basic equations adopted here are based on equations derived by GREEN and L~ws [1] 
using the director theory and ad~pted by GREEN, KNoPs and LAWS [2] to the case of a rod 
which is given an initial finite deformation followed by a superposed smaU deformation. 

T~e particular problem considered here is that of a straight elastic rod which is sub
jected to an initial finite extension and -twist. The propagation of infinitesimal waves 
in the rod is then investigated. It was shown by GREEN, KNOPS and LAWS [2] that wave · 
propagation in a straight elastic rod subjected to a finite extension only is very similar 
to wave propagation in an unstressed rod. The extensional, torsional and two fiexural 
modes remain mutually independent. The effect of an initial twist in addition to an exten· 
si on is to cause a linking between some of the modes. The ext~nsional and torsional modes 
interact, as do the two fiexural modes. Comparison is made with results obtained from 
a classical theory such as that given by LoVE [3] and it is found that the present theory 
predicts the existence of three waves not predicted by the classical theory. It appears 
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likely that these new waves are high frequency effects, except when there is considerable 
compression and twist. Some numerical results are presented in graphical form. Rela_ted 
work on the propagation of waves in elastic rods is that due to EASON [4], CoHEN an<;l 
WHITMAN [5) and ANTMAN and LIM [6). 

The basic equations, in the absence of body forces, for an elastic, isothermal rod sub
jected to an initial finite deformation followed by a superposed sm£!.ll deformation; as 
derived by bREEN, KNoPs and LAWS [2], are summarised is Sect. 2. These equations apply 
to a rod of any shape with any initial deformation. In Sect. 3 the static solution of these 
equations when specialised to a straight rod subjected to finite extension and twist is 
written down. The corresponding equations for -the superposed small deformation are 
established in Sect. 4 and the grouping of the equations into two sets is noted. The exten
siQn-twist motion is .considered in detail in Sect. 5 and the main features of the five waves 
that may propagate are established. A modified extension twist m(,)tion corresponding 
to the classical theory is discussed in Sect. 6. Jn this theory two waves only may propagate. 
The connection between the two theories · is noted. The equations governing the flexural 
motion of the rod are analysed in Sect. 7 for the completely general case. It is found that 
four waves may propagate, this number remaining unchanged from the classical theory. 
Finally, in Sect. 8, the flexural motion of a symmetric rod is examined. For such a rod 
it is found that the equations may be factorised and the analysis is simplified. 

In all cases the results obtained here reduce to those obtained by GREEN; KNoPs and 
LAws [2] for the rod with finite extension only when the applied torsion is set equal to 
zero. They also reduce to those given by GREEN, LAws and NAGHDI [7] when there is no 
initial finite stress. 

2. The basic equations 

The basic equations 'governing the deformation of an elastic rod that is subjected 
to a large deformation followed by a small superposed deformation have been given 
by GREEN, KNOPS and LAWS [2]. General results wen·-obtained by making use of a. theory 
involving directors. Their results will be summarised here ,and the equations of motiori 
for an isothermal elastic rod subjected to an initial finite extension and twist will then 
be deduced. 

A rod is defined to be a curve embedded in Euclidean 3-space at each point of which 
there are two assigned directors. Three configuni~ons of the ro~ are considered; the 
initial configuration with the position of the curve re and directors A,0 the first deformed 
configuration with curve re and directors Acx and the final configuration c with directors acx. _ 
The convention adopted throughout is that Greek indices take the values 1, 2 and L_atin 
indices the values 1, 2, 3. The equation of~ is taken to be 

(2.1) R. = R(O), 

the equation of re is 

(2.2) R = R(O), 
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and the equation of c at time t is given by 

(2.3) r = r(O, t) = R(O)+su(O, t), 

where e is a small real parameter and 0 denotes a convected coordinate. In the following 
analysis powers of s· above the first are neglected. In addition to the directors a third 
vector A3 in the initial configuration, A3 in the first deformed configuration and a3 in the 
final configuration is introduced with 

(2.4) ' A3 = A3(0) = oRfoO, A3 = A3(0) == oRfoO, a3 = a3(0, t) = orjoO . 

It is assumed that [a1 , a2 , a3] > 0 . 
It is convenient to introduce the reciprocal base vectors A\ Ai, ai where 

(2.5) 

and <:5J is the Kronecker delta. In the final configuration 

(2~6) 

(2.7) 

with 

(2.8) . 

In Eqs. (2.6) and (2. 7) 

(2.9) 

(2.10) 

ai = a1(0, t) = A1(0)+ sb1(0, t), 

ai = ai(O, t) = Ai(O)-sbi(O, t), 

b3 = oufoO. 

b; = buA! = b;1A1 , 

bi = bjiAl. 

It is convenient to introduce symmetrical quantities related to the strains in the rod 
defined by 

(2.11) 

(2.12) 

Au = Ai · A1 , Au = A1 ·Ab . au = a1 • a1 , 

.Ail == Ai . A_J, Ail = Ai . Al, ail = ai . al. 

In Eqs. (2.11) and (2.12) 

(2.13) au = Au+ s(bu+b11), 

(2.14) ail = Ail- sAik(b;/ +b~i). 

In addition, define 

(2.15) 

Quantities related to the curvatures in the rod are defined by 

(2.16) 

(2.17) 

with 

(2.18) 
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In Eq. (2.18) 

(2.19) 

(2.20) 

Also defined are 

).I} = Aj:s ob is I f)()+ b?Ksj + b?Kis' 

11-;1 = obi1 fo0+b~kK~1 -b~1K;k. 

(2.21) 1:11 = Kti-Kil, a11 = "tJ-Kli = 1:11+ e).11 • 

Note that b;1 and biJ are related by 

(2.22) b;1 = Akib,k. 

The local equation of mass conservation is 

(2.23) e V a33 = P(O), 

where · p is a function of () and e is the mass per unit length of c. 

G.EASON 

Following GREEN, KNOPS and LAWS [2] it is found that in the final configuration the 
force c_omponents ni, director force components pa.i and quantities na.i are given by 

(2.24) ni = N'+ e('Ji-bi/Nk)., 

(2 .. 25) pa.i = pa.i + e(~i-bj/Fk), 

(2.26) na.i = IJa.i+e(wf~i-biiiJa.k), 

where majuscules such as Ni refer to values in the first deformed configuration. In the 
absence of assigned· force and assigned director force the. equations of equilibrium in the 
first deformed configuration take the forms 

(2.27) 

(2.28) 

(2.29) 

(2.30) 

oNi K'iNr- 0 
f)() + r - ' . 

JI12 -II2_1 + pY2K~ 1 _ py1K; 2 = 0, 

IJf13+pa.3K~f1 ....:...pa.PK~3-Nf1 = 0, 

Jia.i = a:;i +K;iF. 

In the final configuration the equations of motion are found to be 

(2.31) 

(2.32) 

(2.33) 

where 

(2.34) 

(2.35) 

ovi •j r f)2ui 
80 +K, v = pat2, 

w12 -w21 -b? JI1r +~; 1 IJ2r + py2ft~1 _ py1 ft; 2 

+K~1(~,2-b?PY')-K;2(~,1-b;1pyr) = 0, 

wf13 _ b; 3 JIPr _ 11p + b;f1Nr + K~f1(~a.3 _ b; 3 pa.r) 

+ft~f1pa.3- K~3(~f1 -b;PF)- p,~3pa.fJ = 0, 

The final term in Eq. (2.35) is the director inertia term. 
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The Helmholtz free energy per unit mass, A, for an isothermal elastic rod is given by 

(2.36) 

where 'Yth aah ~h Ka.t are defined by Eqs. (2.15), (2.21), (2.12) and, (2.16) respectively. 
It is found that (see GREEN, KNOPS and LAWS [2]) 

(2.37) N 3_px3K·3 = 2{1~ 
rJ. 8~33 ' 

(2.38) NP_px3K·P = {J~ 
rJ. a~{J3, 

(2.39) fia!3+IJPa_pyfJK'a_pyaK•fJ = 4{1~ 
)I )I a~rJ./3, 

(2.40) 

where A is evaluated in the first deformed configuration. The constitutive equations in the 
final configuration are 

(2.41) 'J)3-b;3Nr-K~3(ga3_b;3pxr)-?X3f-t~3 = 4{1 :;:~ b33 

~A · o~ ~A 
+ 2{1 8Fp3 o~33 (bp3+b3p)+ 2{J oFapo~33 (bap+bpa)+ 2{J ol:ato~33 Aa., 

(2.42) vl'-b? N' -K~P(~'-h;'P"')-P"'til = 2fJ ar::~rp, b,, 

o2A o2A o2A 
+ fJ a~rJ.3 ar (ba3 + b3a) + fJ ar ar (b}.IJ + b/AJ.) + fJ a E. . ar, Aat, fJ3 }.p. {13 rJ.l {J3 

(2.43) wrJ.fJ +w{JrJ.- b;P IlrJ.r- b;aiifJr- P"~~f-t~ rJ.- p)lrl. f.l/- K~ rJ.(gYfJ- b;P pyr) 

-K/(gva-b;apPr) = 8{1 oFo2:r, b33+4{J a:2:r. (b.t3+b3).) 
33 rJ.fJ ,\3 rJ.{J 
o2A o2A 

+ 4{1 a~ ar. (b;.p. +hp.}.)+ 4{1 ar. . ar. · Avt, 
J.p. rJ./1 . ,, rJ.{J 

o2A o2A 
ar a.E. . b33 + fJ ar, aE. . (bp3 +h3p) 33 rJ.l {13 rJ.l 

(2.44) 

o2 A o2A 
+ fJ o~).IA ol:ai (b.t~A +hp.;.)+ fJ o.Epr BEat Ap" 

where, again, A is evaluated in the first deformed configuration and 

(2.45) 1 A ob? b. •sK .b.SK Atj = jsao + i sj+ j is• 

The general theory developetl thus far is very complicated _and in order to introduce 
some simplification it is assumed that A is independent of Aii and Kat so that, from Eq. 
(2.36), 

(2.46) A = A('Ytb a a,). 

5 Arch. Mech. Stos. 4181 
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In addition it is assumed that A is invariant under the transformations 

a1 ~ ±a1 , a2 -4 ±a2 , a3 -4 ±a3 , 

(2.47) 
Al -4 ±At, A2 -4 ±A2, A3 -4 ±A3, 

so that, if A is a polynomial, it is a function of (see GREEN, KNOPS and LAws [2]) 

ru, /'22, /'33, ri2, r~3, ri3, /'12 /'13 /'23, 

ai1, O'u a22, a~2, ai2, a12 a21, ai1, ai3, 0'~3, 

/'12 au a12, /'12 O'u a21, /'12 0'12 a22, /'12 0'21 0'22, /'12 0'13 a23' 

(2.48) /'13 au a13, /'13 a22 a13, 1'13 a 12 a23, /'13 a21 a23, 

/'23 au a23, /'23 a22 a23' /'23 0'12 a13' /'23 a21 a13' 

/'12 /'13 au a23, 1'12 /'13 a22 a23, /'12 /'13 a12 a13' /'12 /'13 0'21 a13' 

/'12/'23(111a13,f'12/'23a220'13,f'12/'23a120'23,f'12/'23a21a23' 

/'13 /'23 au a12, /'13 /'23 au 0'21, /'13 /'23 a12 a22, /'13 /'23 a31 a22' /'13 /'23 a13 a23 • 

Furthermore, the quantity yrxfJ in Eq. (2.35) is such that 

(2.49) 

This completes the summary of the basic equations. The particular problem of wave 
propagation in an initially str;aight rod which is subjected to finite extension and twist 
will now be examined. 

3. The initial deformation 

GREEN, KNOPS and LAWS [2] considered the propagation of waves in a straight elastic 
rod subjected to an initial finite simple extensi9n. The. basic equations for that problem 
are very similar to those for a similar rod that is not subjected to finite extension since 
the extensional, torsional and flexural modes remain independent of one another. The 
problem to be considered here is that of a straight elastic rod subjected to small deforma
tion superposed on finite extension and twist. In this case the basic equations differ con
siderably froni those for an undeformed rod since linking between the modes now occurs. 

The problem of a straight elastic rod subjected to static finite extension and torsion 
in the absence of body forces has been discussed by GREEN, KNoPs and LAWS [2]. It is 
found that the initial state of the rod and the first deformed configuration are defined 
by (using Eqs. (2.1 ), (2.2), (2.4), (2.11 ), (2.15), (2.16), and (2.17)) 

(3.1) R = OA3 , Ali = A,· A1 = ~i1 , Ku = 0, 

(3.2) 
A1 = A.1 {A1 cos('lp0)+A2 sin('IJJO)}, 

A2 = A2 {....:. A1 sin( 1pO) + A2 cos('!pO)}, 

(3.3) R = A.3R = A.30A3, 
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(3.4) 
A11 = 1i, 

A11 = 1/1i, 
A22=A~, A33 =A~, Aij=O, i=l=j, 

A 22 = 1/1~, A33 = 1/1L Ail= 0, i =l=j, 

(3.5) r11 = Ai -1, F22 = 1~- 1 , r33 = A~ -1, riJ = o, i =1= i, 
(3.6) K12 = -K21 = A1 A21Jl = K, 

(3.7) K; 1 = -Kj1i, K~2 = K/1~, 

(3.8) Et~ = -£21 = K, 

with Kib Kji and l:ii zero otherwise. From Eq. (2.23) 
. -

(3.9) p = e = e13, 

and Eq~. (2.27)-(2.30) and Eqs. (2.37)-(2.40) are satisfied by 

(3.10) 

(3.11) 
p11 = p22 = p/33 = 0; 

(3.12) 

(3.13) 

JI12 = JI21 = JI/33 = 0, 

Jiu = p21K· t + 2{3 ~ 
2 aru ' 

II22 = p12K· 2+2fJ~· 
1 ar22 , 

K• 1(p12- p21) = 2{3 ~-
2 · · ar11 ' 

K?(P2t_pt2) = 2{3 ()~~2 . 

If A. 3 , 1Jl and A are given, then Eqs. (3.10)-(3.13) determine N 3
, P 12

, P 21
, ll11 , 1I22 , ;t1 

and A.2 • No restriction is placed on the form of A in the present discussion. 
The values given by Eqs. (3.1)-(3.13) are now to be substituted into the equations 

of Sect. 2 that determine the infinitesimal motion. The resulting equations arec discussed 
in the next section. 

4. The superposed small deformation 

The particular equations determining the infinitesimal motion of the rod in the absence 
of body forces will now be derived from the general equations of Section 2 using Eqs. 
(3.1)-(3.13). . 

Equation (2.31) results in the three equations __ 

(4.1) 

s• 
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- ---·--· ·····---- - - . --- · ·- - ··--···--·-·- ·· ··------

(4.2) 

(4.3) 

where the resulf 

(4.4) 

has been used. 
Equations (2.32) and (2.33), with the results of Sect. 3, give 

(4.5) ro1.i-ro~1 +P12#~1_p21fl;2 _ KAu~22-KA22~11 

+KA22b~1(p12+p21)+KAub~2(p12+p21) = 0, 

(4.6) rot3_v1-KA11~23_fl~3p21+KAub~3(pt2+p21)+b~1N = 0, 

(4.7) ro23_v2+KA22~13_fl~3p12_KA22b;3(p12+p21)+b;2N = 0. 

From Eq. (2.35) it is found that 

8 ~11 · a2b·1 
11 = _S"--KAua2_{3 __ 1_ 

ro ao S" (X 1_ ot2 , (4.8) 

()~22 ()2b'2 
ro22 = _ , _ + KA22~21_pel __ 2_ ao S" 2 ot2 , (4.9) 

(4.10) . 
. ~1=12 ~2b'2 

12 _ _ u_S"_ KA22E11_{3 _~_1_ 
(.(} - f)() + S" (X1 f)t2 ' 

8 ~21 ~2b·1 
21 = _S" __ KA11 e22 _ {3 . _u_2_ 

ro ao S" (X2 ot2 , (4.11) 

(4.12) 
. 13-- ()~13 ()2b~ 3 
(.(} = [jf) - {3 (X 1 ----ail"' 

23 ()~23 ()2b; 3 
(4.13) . (.(} =[jf)-{3ri2----ail' 

When Eqs. (4.10) and (4.11) are substituted into Eq. (4.5) and the relations (2.20) and 
(2.22) are used, ther~ results 

(4 14) ~ (~12·..:.~21)+P12Au obu _p21A22 8b22 = /lri A22 o
2
b12 -{Jri Au 0

2
b21 

. . 80 . 80 80 1 ot2 2 ot2 · 

Similarly,-Eq. (4.6) and (4.7) with Eqs. (4.12) and (4.13) give 

(4.15) 8~13 -AuK~23_v1-p21A33 ob23 +AuNb +AuA33Kp12b = {3ri A33 ()2b13 
80 S" 80 31 13 1 ot2 , 

(4.16) ()~23 +A22K~13_v2_p12A33 ob13 +A22Nb -A22A33Kp21b = {3ri A33 ()2b23 
80 _ S" 80 32 23 2 ot2 · 

No further restriction is placed on the Helmholtz free energy beyond that implie_d 
by Eqs. (2.46) and (2.47) so that the constitutive relations are quite general. In order 
to write them down, it .ls convenient to write 
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o2A 
kt = P artl ' 

o2A 
k2 = P ar?,2' 

o2A 
k3 = P ari3 ' 

o2A 
k4 = 4P art2, 

, o2A 
ks = p oFI3 ' 

o2A 
k6 =P art3' 

o2A 
k7 = 2P aru ar22 ' 

· o2A 
ka = 2p aru ar33 ' 

o2A 
kg = 2P ar22 ar33 ' 

: o2A o2A o2A 
kto = P ()_E2 ' ku = p oi~2' k12 = P a.Et2 , 

. 11 

(4.17) 
o2A 

k13 = P ai,i
1 

, 
o2A -

k14 = 2P oE12 oi21 ' 
o2A 

kts = p o.E'ff.3' 
I 

o2A o2A o2A 
kt6 = P ai2 , k17 = 2p o.Eu oE22 ' kts = p aru o.E12 ' 13 

o2A, 

k19 = P aru oE21 ' 
o2A 

k 20 = p oF22 oE12 ' 
o2A 

k21 = fJ ar22 a1:21 ' 

o2A 
k 22 = 2fJ ar33 ai12 ' 

o2A "r · . 

k 23 = P ar33 oE21 ' 

_ o2A 

k24 = fJ ari2 oEu ' 

o2A 
k2s = fJ ar12 o.E22 ' 

o2A 
k26 = P ar23 aE13 ' 

o2A 
k27 = fJ ar13 aE2-. · 

All other second derivatives of A vanish in the deformed configuration discussed in Sect. 
3. Equation (2.41) with Eqs. (2.20), (2.22), {2.45) and the results of Sect. 3 gives 

(4.18) v3 = {2ka +KA11 Ck22 -k23)} bu + {2k9 + KA22(k22- k23)} b22 

33 ou3 ob12 ob21 
+(4k3+A N) 00 +k22 aB +k23 ---ao· 

By a similar process Eqs. (2.42), (2.43) and (2.44) give rise to 

(4.19) v1 = . (k6-A11 Kk27) b13 +(k6 +A11N -2k27 A 11 K+A11A.11 K2kts) b3 1 

(k 11 k ) ab23 + 27-A K ts oB , 

(4.20) v2 = (ks+A22 Kk2 6)b23+(ks+A22N:t-2A 22 Kk26 +A22A 22 K2kt6)b32 

(k 22Kk ) ob13 + 26+A t6 aB' 

(4.21) o~11 -A11K(e2-~2t)-(P21A11+2k g) ob21 -2kts ob12 
aB 1 aB · ao 

-2ka o;; - {4k1 +2A11 K(k18 -k1g)- KA11A11 (P12 -2P21
)} bu 

- {2k7+2A22K(k18 -k1g)-KA11A 22P21 }b22 = {Jrx1A 11 a;~~ 1 , 
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(4.22) o~22 -A22K(~t2_;21)-(P12A22+2k2o) ob12 -2k21 ob2t 
8() 8()' 8() 

-2k9 ~~3 - {2k7 +A11A 22 KP12 +2A11 K(kzo-k2t)}bu 

- {4k2 +2A22K(k2o-k21)+A22A22K(P2t_2pt2)} b22 = {Jcx2A22 8~~~2' 

(4.23) :() (;t2 +~21)- (4k24 +Pt2 Au) a:~t - (4kzs +A22p21) 8~~2 

-2{k -AuAz.zK(Pt2_p2t)} (b +b ) =· {Jet A22 fJ2b12 +{Jet All o2hzt 4 12 21 1 812 2 812 , 

(4 4) .Ell 2k b (2k 11 12) b k 8bll 1 k ob22 .2 S" = 24 12+ 24+A p 21 + 10--ao + T 17 ~' 

(4.25) e2 
= {2k18 +A11K(k12 - ~ k,.)jb11 +{2k20 +A22P 12 

22 ( 1 )} 8u3 ob12 1 ob21 
+A K k12- 2 k14 b22+k22 00 +k12~ +2k14--a8' 

(4.26) e• = {2k19 +A11P21 -A11K(k13 - ~ k14)}b11 

+ {2k21 -A 22 K ( k.,- ~ k,.)} b22 + k23 ":; + ~ k,. iJ!~2 + k,. 
0!~' ' 

(4 27) t22 1 k 8bll k 8b22 ( 22p21) b 2k b 
• s- = 2 11 -alJ + u -oo + 2k2s+A 12+ 2s 21, 

(4 28) et3 (k 33 12} b (k 22K ) b k 8b13 • s- = 26+A P 23+ 26+A kt6 32+ t6~' 

(4.29) ~23 = (k27+A33P 21)bt3+(k27-A11Kkts)b3t +kts a:;~, 
where it is found that 

(4.30) b 8u2 AuK 32 = ----atj + U1 • 

The equations (4.1), (4.2), (4.3), (4.14), (4.15), (4.16) and (4.18)-(4.30) form the basic 
equations of the problem. These equations fall naturally into two sets of interlinked equa
tions which may be analysed separately. The set of equations governing extensional
torsional motion consists of Eqs. (4.3), (4.14), (4.18) and (4.21)-(4.27). The remaining 
equations, namely Eqs. (4.1), (4.2), (4.15), (4.16), (4.19), (4.20), (4.28) and (4.29) with 
Eq. (4.30) describe motion in which two flexural modes are linked. When the rod is initially 
unstressed or is subjected to simple extension only, then the equations governing exten
sional, torsional and the two fiexural modes are mutually independent. It is this interlink· 
ing of modes that is the principal new feature in the present discussion. 

A further feature of the equations obtained here is that, compared with the classical 
theory such as that given in LovE [3], additional equations occur in the extensional-twist 
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motion. These extra equations which are Eqs. (4.21), (4.22), (4.23), (4.24), (4.27) and a 
combination of Eqs. ( 4.25) and ( 4.26) give rise to the new waves which are found in the 
subsequent analysis. The flexural modes obtained here are essentially the same as those 
given by the classical theory. -

Some of the quantities appearing in Eqs. (4.1)-(4.30) have been introduced in a rather 
abstract way. Compared with the classical theory vi represent force resultants, ~13 , ~23 

and (~12 - ~21 ) represent the classical bending moments and the remaining ~iJ are addi
tional bending moments relating to bending of the cross-section. The quantities Jli are the 
displacement components and bil rel~te to the twist of the cross-section. A comparison 
of the equations obtained here and the ·traditional ones is not difficult. 

The two sets of equations governing the two different motions will now be discussed 
separately. 

5. Extension-twist motion 

The extension twist motion is governed by Eqs. (4.3), (4.14), (4.18) and Eqs. (4.21)
( 4.27). These equations may be combined and rearranged to give 

( 
fJ2 fP ) 8b11 8b22 82b12 82b21 

(5.1) G1 802 -{13 8t2 . u3 +G2 aB+ G3 aB +k22 ---a62 +k23 ---a62 = 0, 

_ 8u 3 ( 1 8
2 

) ( 8
2 

. 82 ) 
(5.3) - G3 ----aB+ T k17 802 - Gs bu + k11 802 - Ga -F2 8t2 b2• 

1 8b12 1 . 8b2l 
+ 2 -(Gg-G1o)ao + T (G9+G1o)ao = 0, 

( 4) ( 8
2
u3 8bu 8b22 

5. k22- k23) ---a62 + G7 aB+ Gto --oo 

+{(ku-; k,.) :022 - ~ (T3-r.) :t: }b12 

-{( k,,- ; k,.) ::2 - ; (T3 +T.) ::2 }b21 = 0, 

(5 5) (k k ) ()2u3 obll ob22 
• 22 + 23 802 - G6 -----ge - Gg -----ge 

+ {( k12+; k,.) ::2 -2G"- ; (T3 -T.) ::2 }b, 
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where 

(5.6) 

(5.7) 
F1 = {3rx1A11

, 

F3 = {3(rx2A11 +rx1A 22), 

G1 = 4k3+NA33, 

G2 = 2ks+A11 K(k22-k23), 

G3 = 2k9+A22K(k22-k23), . 

G. EASON 

F2 = P,rx2 A22
, 

F4 = {3(rx2A 11
- rx1 A 22), 

G4 = 4k1 +4A11 K(k1a-kt9)-A11A11 K(P12 -P21)+A11A11K2(k12 +k13 -k14), 

Gs = 2k7 +2A22K(k1s-k1g)+2A11 K(k20 - k21)+A11A 22K(P12 -P21 ) 

+A11 A 22K2(kt2 + k13- k14), 

(5.8) G6 = 2(2k24 -k1s-kt9)-A11 K(k12 -k13)+A11 (P12 -P21), 

G1 = 2(kls -k19)+A11 KCk12 +k13--k14)+A11 (P12 -P21), 

Gs = 4k2 +4A22K(k2o-k21)-A2_2A 22K(P12 -P21)+A22A 22K(k12 +k13 -k14), 

Gg = 2(2k2s-k2o-k21)-A22K(k12-k13)-A22(pt2_p2t), 

Gto = 2(k2o-k2i)+A22K(k12+k13 -k14)+A22(P12 -P21 ), 
Gu = k4-AuA22K(P12_p2t). 

Solutions _of Eqs. (5.1)-(5.5) are sought of the form 

(5.9) 

where u3 etc., ~ and w are constants. It is found, after some manipulations, that non-trivial 
solutions exist provided that 

Du D12 D13 D14 D1S 

D21 D22 D23 D24 D2s 

(5.10) D31 D32 D33 D34 D3s = 0. 

D41 D42 D43 D44 D4s 

Ds1 Ds2 Ds3 Ds4 Dss 

Here 

Du= (Gt~2 -{33w2), D22 = (kto~2 +G4-Ftw2), . 

D33 = (k11 ~2 +Gs-F2w2), D44 = {(k12+k1 3+ki4)~2 +4Gu-F3w2}, 

Dss = {(k12+kt3-k14)~2 -F3w2 }, · 

D12 = D21 = G2~' D13 = D31 = G3~, 

D14 = D41 = - (k22 + k23)~2, Du = Ds1 = (k22- k23)~2, 

D2, = D,2 = (~ k11,;2+Gs), D2• = D•2 =Go,;, 

D2s = Ds2 = G7~, D34 = D43 = Gg~, 
D3s = Ds3 = G1o~, 

D4s = Ds4 = {Ckt3-k12)~2 -F4 w2 }. 
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Equation (5.10) may be regarded as a quintic equation for w 2 once ~ isprescribed, 
so that. there are five values for w 2 for each value of~. In the classical theory of wave 
propagation in rods such as that in Lo~ [3] only two of tbese roots occur. The remaining 
three roots arise due to the presence of the terms in b11 , b22 and (b12 +b21 ) in the basic 
equations (or, alternatively, the presence of ~11 , ~22 and (~12 +~21)). It is not possible 
to solve Eq. (5.10) in the completely general case but it is possible to obtain some informa
tion concerning the roots. 

When~= 0, Eq. (5.10) reduces to 

-{J3 w2 0 0 0 0 

0 

(5.11) 0 

so that 

0 

0 

(G4-F1 w2) 

Gs 

0 

0 

Gs 0 

(Gs-F2w2) 0 

0 (4G11 -F3 w2) 

0 -r4w2 

(5.12) w 2 = 0 twice, 

(5.13) w 2 = 4F3 G11 /(Fi -Fl), 

0 

0 

-r4w2 

-r3-w2 

= 0, 

(5.14) 2w2 F1 F2 = (F1 Gs +F2 G4) ± { (F1 G8 +F2 G4)2 -4r1-r2( G4 Gs- G~)} 1 '2 = 
= F1 Gs+F2 G4)± {(F1 Gs-F2 G4)2 +4F1 F2 G~pt2 . 

In the ~-ro plane two of the five curves pass through the q_rigin, from Eq. (5.12), and 
there are three cut-off frequencies given by Eqs. (5.13) and (5.14). The cut-off frequency 
(5.13) is real provided that 

(5.15) G11 > 0, 

that is 

(5.16) 

It appears likely that, for sufficiently large values of K, G11 may become negative and the 
cut-off frequency (5.13) may become purely imaginary. The second form of Eq. (5.14) 
indicates that ro2 is always real; it is also positive if 

(5.17) G4 G8 > G~. 

This inequality is difficult to analyse due to the complicate~ nature of G4, Gs and· Gs. 
However, if the undeformedrod and the applied deformation are ·symmetrical-with respect 
to the 1 and 2 directions so that 

(5.18) 

then Eq. (5.17) is replaced by 

(5.19) 

and 

(5.20) 
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The inequality (5.20) is satisfied provided that 

(5.21) 

and it is possible for this condition to be violated for suitable values of K. Thus in the 
symmetric rod it is possible to have an imaginary cut-off frequency. Presumably this is 
also possible in the non-symmetric case also. · 

In (5.10) write --

(5.22) m=~~' 

and let ~-+ eo so that m also becomes large. The resulting equation is 

(5.23) 

(Gt-P3C2) 0 0 - (k22 +k23) (k22 -k23) 

(k10-r1 ~2) 
I 

0 0 0 -k17 
2 

0 
1 

(ku -r2~2) 
= 0, 

-k17 0 0 
2 

-(k22+k23) 0 0 {(k12+k13 +k14)-r3 ~2} {(k13- k12)-F4C2} 

(k22 -k23) 0 0 {Ck13- k12)-F4C2} {(k12+k13 -k14)-F3 C2} 

which may be replaced by a quadratic and a cubic equation in ~2 • The quadratic equation 
has roots 

{ . (. )}1/2 
(5.24) ~r~ F2 C2 

= (Ft ku +Fz k1o) ± (ft ku +~2 kto) 2 -4F1 F2 kto ku-! ki1 

= cr1 ku +F2 kto)± {CF1 ku-r2 k~o)2 +Ftr2 khP'", 

so that these values of ~2 are real and positive provided that 

(5.25) 4kto ku > ki7, 

a condition that will always hold. The cubic equation is more difficult to-analyse in detail. 
The product of the roots of the cubic equation is given by 

Gt k22 k23 

k22 k12 
I 

(5.26) ' Lll = 
-k14 
2 

k23 
1 

k13 -k14 2 

and L1 1 > 0 provided that 

(5.27) 

For suitable negative values of N this condition may be violated and the system of equa
tions then ceases to be fully hyperbolic. 

The discussion presented here suggests that typical curves in the~ -m plane are of the 
form shown in Fig. 1 when the cut-off frequencies are real and Ll 1 > 0. It appears unlikely 
that these curves intersect the ~-axis. It is of interest to note that the change in character 
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FIG. 1. Variation of w with ~; extensional-twist motion. 

of the cut-off frequencies determined by Eqs. (5.16) and (5.17) is determined by the value 
of the twist K and is independent of the axial load N whereas the change in the quantity 
L1 1 depends on N only and is independent of K. 

6. Extension-twist motion, classical theory 

The classical theory of rods such as that to be found in LOVE [3] gives rise to a set 
of equations which is different from that derived in Sect 5. The terms in Eqs. (5.1)-(5.5) 

·which involve b11 , b22 and (b12 +b21 ) are neglected, as are Eqs. (5.2), (5.3) and (5.5). 
The modified forms of Eqs. (5.1) and (5.4) are 

(6.1) 

(6.2) 
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where 

(6.3) 

(6.4) 

G. EASON 

It should be noted that .Eqs. (5.2), (5.3) and (5.5) are not satisfied exactly unless G2 , G3 , 

G7 , G10 and F 4 are zero. In addition it is required that k 23 = -k22 and k 13 = k 12 , 

which will not normally be the case. 
Substituting from Eq. (5.9) it is found that non-trivial solutions exist provided that 

(6.5) I (G1~
2 -P3w2) G12~2 l-

t:2 ( l:2 r 2) - o. G12 s- G13 s- - 3 w 

Equation (6.5) gives a quadratic equation for w 2 in terms of ~2 • This has solutions 

(6.6) 2p3r3w2/~2 = CP3G13+F3G1)± {(p3Gl3+F3 G1)2 -4P3F3(Gl G13-G~z)J112 

· = (p3 G13 +F3 G1)± {CP3 G13 ._r3 G1)2 +4P3r3 GizP12• 

The second form of Eq. (6.6) indicates that w 2 /~2 is real. This quantity is also positive 
(i.e. wf~ is real) provided that G1 G13 > Gi2 from the first form ofEq. (6.6). This condition 
reduces to 

(6.7) 

and this inequality is violated for sufficiently large negative values of N. The basic equations 
then cease to be hyperbolic. 

Assuming that Eq. (6.7) is satisfied, then Eq. (6.6) gives a pair of straight lines in the 
~-w plane. These both pass through the origin and correspond to the bottom two curves 
in Fig. I. This suggests that the three additional curves in Fig. I are probably only of 
importance at high frequencies except when K is sufficiently large for one of the cut-off 
frequencies to become relatively small. 

7. Flexural motion 

A motion which links together the two fiexural modes is governed by Eqs. (4.I), (4.2), 
(4.I5), (4.I6), (4.19), (4.20), (4.28), (4.29) _and (4.30). These equation;; combine to give 

(7.1) (H. ::2 -H2-f3t ::2 )u.-H3 °0~2 +H4 iJ:~3 + (Hs ::2 -H.)b-,3 = 0, 
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where 

(7.5) 

(7.6) 

(7.7) 

Pt = PA11
, p2 = PA22

, 

Fs = PrxtA33
, r6= Prx2A33, 

H1 = -k6+A11N -2A11 Kk27 +A11A11 K2k15 , 

H 2 = A11A11 K2H 7 , 

H 3 = (A221It +A11H7)K, 

H4.-= k6--A11 K(k26+k27)-A11A 22 K2k16 , 

Hs = k27 ~A11 Kkts, 

H6 = A 11 K(k5 +A22Kk26), 

H1 = ks+A22N+2A22 Kk26 +A22A 22K2k 16 , 
Ha= A22A22K2Ht, 

H 9 = k26 +A22Kk16 , 

Hto = A 22K(k6-A11 Kk27), 

H 11 = k5 +A22K(k26 +k27)-A11A 22 K2k 15 , 

H12 ~ k6-A11A33 K(Pt2_p2t), 

H13 = (k26-k27)+A33(P12 -~21), 
Ht4 = ks-A22A33K(Pt2_p2t). 

Solutions of Eqs. (7.1)-(7.4) of the form 

(7.8) 

where u1 , u2 , b13 , b23 , ~ and w are constants are now consid~red. Non-trivial solutions 
exist provided that 

(7.9) 

(here 

I Du Dt2 D13 D14 .-· 

D21· D22 D23 D24 
= 0, 

D31 D32 D33 D34 

D41 D42 D43 D44 

Du= (Ht~2 +H2-Ptw2), D22 = (H,~2 +Hs-P2w2), 

D33 = (kt6~2 +H12-Fsw2), D44 = (kts~2 +Ht4-r6w2), 

D12 = D21 = H3~, D~3 =;= D31 = H4~, D14 = D41 = (Hs~2 +H6), 
D23 = D32 = -(R9~2 -Hto), D24 = D42 = Hu~. 
D34 = D43 = -Hi3 ~), 

which may be regarded as a quartic equation for w2 in terms of~- As was the case with 
Eq. (5.10), it is not possible in general to write down analytical solutions of Eq. (7.9) 
but it is possible to obtain useful information concerning the four roots. 
~en~= 0, Eq. (7.9) factorises to give 

(7.10) 
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and 

(7.11) 
I

(Hs-f32w2) H1o I 
H1o (H12 -Fsw2) = O, 

Eq. (7JO) results in the values 

(7.12) 2{31r6 W 2 = Cf3tH14 +F6 H2)± {(fltH14 +F6 H2)2-4{31F6(H2H14 -H~)} 1'2 

= (f3tHt4 +F6 H2) ± {Cf3tHt4 -r6 H2)2+4f3tF6 Hg)ll2, 

and (7.11) gives 

(7.13) 2fJ2Fs w2 = (fJ2H12 +Fs Hs) ± {CfJ2H12 +Fs Hs)2-4{J2Fs(HsH12 -Hro)}I/2 

= (f32H12+Fs Hs)± {(f32H12_:_rs Hs)2+4fJ2Fs Hro}I'2 • 

All four values for w·2 are real; they are also positive provided that 

(7.14) 

from Eq. (7.12) and, from Eq. (7.13), 

(7.15) 

The inequalities (7.14) and (7.15) depend on both Nand K. It is possible that for appro
priate values they may be violated so that the cut-off frequencies then become imaginary. 

In order to examine the behaviour of the roots of Eq. (7.9) for large values of w and ~' 
substitute from Eq. (5.22) and let ~ ~ oo . The resulting equation again factorises to 
give 

(7.16) 

and 

(7.17) 
I 
(H7-fJ2C

2
) Hg I 

H 9 (kt6 -rs C2) = 
0

' 
so that 

(7.18) 2f3tF6 ' 2 = (fltkts+F6Ht)± {(fJtkts+F6Ht)2 -4f3tF6(Htkts-H!)}112 

= Cf3t kts +F6 H1) ± {Cflt k1s -F6 H1)2 +4fltF6 H~}I/2 , 
and 

(7.19) 2fJ2Fs C2 = (fJ2kt6+Fs H1)± {({J2k16+Fs H1)2-4{J2Fs(H1kt6-H§)} 112 

= (fJ2kt6+Fs H1)± {(f32kt6-Fs H1)2+4f32Fs H§}I'2 • 

The expressions (7.18) and (7.19) give real values for C2 • The quantity C2 is also positiv~ 
provided that 

(7.20) 

in Eq. (7.18) and 

(7.21) 

in Eq. (7.19). The condition (7.20) reduces to 

(7.22) k15 (k6 +A11N)-k~1 > 0, 
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and Eq. (7.21) reduces to 
(7.23) 

so that for suitable negative values ·of N these conditions may be violated. It is of interest 
to note that they depend on N but not on Kin contrast with Eqs. (7.14) and (7.15). 

Where w is zero Eq. , (7.9) may be written in . the form 

Du D1; D13 D14 

(7.24) 
D21 D22 D23 D24 

= 0, 
D31 D32 D33 D34 

D41 D42 D43 D44 
here 

Du= (H1 ~2 +A11A11K2H7), D 22 = . (H7 ~2 +A22A22K2H1), 
D33 = (k16~2 +H12), D44 = (k1s~2 +H14), 

D12 = D21 = ~K(A22H1 +A11H1), D13 = D 31 = ~(J2 -A11KH9), 
D14 = D41 = (Hs~2 +A11KJ1), D23 = D 32 = -(H9 ~2 -A22KJ2), 
D24 = D42 = ~(J1 +A22KHs), D34 = D43 = -H13~, 
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I I 
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FIG. 2. Variation of w with ~; flexure-flexure motion, general case. 
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where H 1 , H 5 , H 7 and H 9 are defined by Eq. (7.7) and 

J1 = ks+A22Kk26' 

_ J2 = k6-A11Kk21· 
(7.25) 

By carrying out operations on the rows and columns of the determinant in Eq. (7.24) 
it is possible to express the equation in the form 

H1 0 Jz 

0 H 7 -H9~ 
(~z-A11AzzK2)z 

J2 . -H9~ (k16~2 +H12) 
(7.26) = 0, 

Hs~ J1 -H13~ 
so that 

(7.27) 

is a double root of the equation and 

(7.28) 

is always a positive root. The presence of this double root indicates that the lowest curve 
. in the ~ -ro plane touches the ~~axis at the point given by Eq. (7.28). It is possible, but 
unlikely, that other roots could also be obtained from Eq. (7.26). 

Figure 2 indicates schematically the type of curves to be expected in the ~ -ro plane 
when all cut-off frequencies are real and Eqs. (7.22) and (7.23) are not violated. In the 
fiexural case the basic equations are those obtained from the classical theory and no simpli
fication of the type encountered in the extension-twist case arises. A simplification does 
occur, however, when there is symmetry and this will be discussed in the next section. 

8. Flexural motion with symmetry 

The discussion of fiexural motion which has been pr.esented in Sect. 7 is completely 
general and assumes no symmetries other than those defined by Eqs. {2.47) and (2.49). 
When the undeformed rod and the initial, finite, deformations are symmetrical with respect 
to the 1 and 2 directions, some simplification of the basic equations and Eq. (7.9) occurs. 
It is assumed in this section that 

(8.1) 

(8.2) 

(8.3) 

A.t=A2=A., A 11 =A2;,=A, 

{31 = Pz = p, Fs = r6 = r, 

so that Eq. (7.9) takes the form 

Dll D12 D13 D14 

(8.4) 
D21 D22 D23 D24 

= 0, 
D31 D32 D33 D34 

D41 D42 D43 D44 
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here 

D11 = D22 = {Ht(;2+A2K 2)-Pw2}, Daa = D44 = (ktsE2 +H12-Fw2
), 

D12 = D21 = 2AKH1 E, D13 = D31 = D24 = D42 = H4;, 

Dt4 = D4t = D2a = D32 = (Hto-H9;2), Da4 = D43 = -Hta;. 

After some manipulation it is found that this equation factorises, resulting in the pair 
of equations 

(8.5) {Ht(;-AK)2 -Pw2}{kts;2 +H13 ;+H12 -Fw2}-(;-AK)2(Mt +M2~)2 = 0, 

(8.6) {Ht(;+AK)2 -Pw2 }{ktsE2-H13 ;+H12 -Fw2 }-(;+AK)2 (Mt-.M2;)2 = 0, 

where 

(8.7) Mt = ks+AKk26' 

(8.8) M2 = k26+AKkts· 

Clearly Eq. (8.6) is obtained from Eq. (8.5) by changing the sign of e so that it is not 
necessary to pursue a detailed analysis of both equations. 

Eq. (8.5) may be solved for w 2 to give 

(8.9) 2PFw2 = {Htr(;-AK)2+P(k15;2 +H13 ;+H12)} ± {[HtF(;-AK)2+ 

+P(kts;2+Hta;+H12)]2-4PF(;-AK)2 [(kts;2+H13;+Hu)Ht 

-(Mt +Mz~)2]}I'2 = {HtF(E-AK)2 +P(kts~2 +Ht3E+Hu)} 

± {[HtF(;-AK)2 -P(ktsE2+H13E+H12)]2+4PF(E-AK)2 (Mt 

+M2E)2}lfz, 

and from the second of these it is clear that both values of w 2 are real. These values are 
also positive provided that 

(8.10) H1(k15 ; 2 +H13 ;+H12) > (M1 +M2E)2. 

The inequality (8.10) may be violated for certain combinations of Nand K. Solu~ions 
of Eq. (8.6) may be obtained from Eq. (8.9) by replacing E by -E. The inequality corres
ponding to Eq. (8.10) is found to be 

(8.11) Ht(kts;2 -HtaE+H12) > (Mi -M2e)2
• 

It is possible to plot curves in the w-e plane by making use of Eq. (8.9) but due to 
the complicated nature of the equation it is helpful to have additional information. Cut-off 
frequencies occur when e = 0 and 

(8.12) 2PFw2 = (A2K 2H 1 F+PH12)± {(A2K 2H 1F-P.f!12)2 +4PFA2K 2Mf}I'2
• 

These cut-off frequencies are real if 

(8.13) H1 H 12 > Mi. 
When E = 0, Eqs. (8.5) and (8.6) are identical so that the cut-off frequencies (8.12) also 
arise from Eq. (8.6). 

When w is set equal to zero in Eq. (8.5), an equation for ~is obtained of the form 

(8.14) (;-AK)2 {Ht(kts;2 +Ht3·E+H12)-(Mt +M2~)2 } = 0. 

6 Arch. Mech. Stos. 4/81 
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The value~ = AKis a double root of this equation and, provided that Eq. (8.10) is satisfied, 
it is the only root. Similarly, provided that Eq. (8.11) is satisfied, the only root of Eq. 
(8.6) when w is zero is ~ = - AK. Consequently, there is always a double root of Eq. 
(8.4) ,when w is zero and ~ > 0 given by 

(8.15) ~= IAKI. 
The curves in the ~ -w plane touch the ~-axis at this point. 

For large values of~' and with w = C~, Eq. (8.9) gives 

(8.16) 2{3FC2 = (FH1 +flkts)± {(FHt-f3kts)2 +4{3yMn112
, 

which is real; it is also positive if 

(8.17) 

which reduces to Eq. (7.22) or Eq. (7.23). Equation (8.6) also gives the values (8.16) for 
C2 so that the four curves in the ~ -w plane are asymptotic to two lines only. 

Figure 3 gives a schematic representation of the four curves given by Eq. (8.4). The 
top and bottom curves are given by Eqs. (8.5) and (8.9) and the two intermediate curves 
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FIG. 3. Variation of w with ~; flexure-flexure motion, symmetric case. 
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by Eq. (8.6) when K is positive. When K is negative this situation is reversed. In drawing 
these curves it has been assumed that Nand K are such that the frequency equation gives 
real roots for w. As was the case in Sect. 7, no simplification occurs comparable with 
that observed for extension-twist motion. 

9. Conclusion 

Solutions have been obtained for the propagation of waves in a pre-strained straight 
elastic rod subjected to simple extension and twist. It is found that under these conditions 
there is a linking between the extensional and torsional waves and also between the two 
fiexural modes. The propagation of the various waves has been investigated. It is found 
that in the extension-twist case three waves not predicted by the classical theory may 
propagate. No new waves exist in the flexural case. It is conjectured that in general these 
new waves are of interest at high frequencies; however, for suitable combinati~ns of initial 
compression and twist they may be of importance at lower frequencies also. 
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